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bodies enjoys adequate powers of education or super-
vision. The opposite extreme is that in which the control
is entirely official. To this section belong Egypt, Siam,
the Philippine Islands, the Dutch Indies, French West
Africa and Madagascar, the Gold Coast and Mauritius.
I am not certain of the position in French Cochin-China,
but believe it to be similar. In none of these countries am
I aware of any Union or Federation charged with the
duties of propaganda, education or supervision. The
advisers of the societies are (except in Siam, where there
is a co-operative Registrar but no union), the agricultural
officers, few if any of whom have received co-operative
training. The Registrars of the Gold Coast and the
Philippine Islands are exceptions in this respect; the late
Co-operative Adviser of the Dutch Indies had acquired
special experience, but I do not think that the necessity
of equipping his successors in the same manner has been
recognised. Since we are discussing countries in which
few private persons possess a wide knowledge of co-
operation, and those few seldom command the leisure or
the wealth which will set them free for the continuous
management of a union or supervision of societies, it is
obvious that under either of these extreme systems the
societies' growth is handicapped. They are left in the
one case to stand by themselves before they have the
strength, and in the other are in danger of enfeeblement
for lack of healthy exercise. My comment on the latter
class does not apply with equal force to those territories
in which the movement is altogether new, but a judgment
can only be based in the omission of the Governments
concerned to declare or show an intention gradually to
introduce an element of unofficial control. Such a declara-
tion has been made in Egypt.
Between the two extremes, and developing, in my
opinion, in a hopeful manner, are the movements of
Japan, North China, British Malaya, Ceylon asd Iinik.
The China International Famine Relief Commifesip^ m
Peiping has organised, and is educating and suparro&ig,
more than one thousand societies w Hopei and tie

